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3 Türken & ein Baby

2015

]]

Alpha

2018

]]]]

At the End of the Tunnel [Al Final del
Túnel]

2016

]]]]

Bel Canto

2018

]]]]

Children Act, The

2018

]]]]]

Christopher Robin

2018

]]]]

Crazy Rich Asians

2018

]]]

Dog Days

2018

]]]

Foxtrot

2017

]]]]

Humor Me

2017

]]]]

Juliet, Naked

2018

]]]]

Little Italy

2018

]]

Meg, The

2018

]]]]

Mile 22

2018

]]]

Nothing Left Unsaid: Gloria Vanderbilt
& Anderson Cooper

2016

]]]]]

Thumbnail Summary and Review
German - silly and over-the-top remake of Three
Men and a Baby - this one featuring three
Turkish brothers living in Germany - some good
moments but mostly a waste of time
Europe - 20,000 years ago - a young man is the
first to train a wolf that helps him to find his way
back home - good acting, majestic scenery
Argentinean - a paraplegic electronics expert
hears sounds of men digging a tunnel into a
bank vault while working in his basement shop from there, a complex crime thriller emerges - a
little odd but totally entertaining
A famous opera singer is trapped with a group of
wealthy people in a South American mansion
occupied by revolutionaries - unusual movie interesting character studies
Beautifully crafted story of a child court
magistrate and one particular decision about a
young man whose parents are denying treatment
because of religious reasons - an adult look at
adults and their problems
Fantasy in which the adult Christopher has lost
touch with his inner child and is helped to regain
it by a reunion with his childhood stuffed friends excellent production - a treat for children and
adults
Fairly silly romantic comedy about - as the title
states - crazy rich Asians - watchable but just
that
Silly comedy about people in different situations
with dogs - just barely three stars
Israeli - a sober look at a family whose son is
killed in the military along with a somewhat
surreal look at the son's life as a soldier - kind of
grabs you and won't let go
Standard plot about a man with a failing career
and marriage who moves in with his emotionally
distant father - what gave it the four stars were
the likeable characters and humor
A woman whose boyfriend is obsessed with a
former music star starts an online conversation
with the star - interesting personalities - very
entertaining except for too many scenes of the
characters cross talking
Canadian - a young woman returns home and
becomes romantic with the son of a man who
owns her father's rival restaurant - fairy lam - too
much like a Hallmark movie
A research group is threatened by the accidental
release of a pre-historic megalodon - fairly
standard action flick with Jason Statham giving it
its fourth star
Somewhat disappointing action flick about an
elite government forces group getting a man out
of his country in order for him to give them
information - the whole thing was just a little bit
over the top
Extraordinary documentary - mostly about
Vanderbilt but with insight into Cooper - filled with
knowledge
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Safe House

2015

]]]

Safe House: The Crow

2017

]]]
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Thumbnail Summary and Review
A four part series about an ex-cop and his wife
agree to turn their bed and breakfast into a safe
house for a family being harassed by a former
drug dealer - lots of silly "mysterious" camera
shots and too many red herrings - plus a
somewhat unsatisfying ending gave it three stars
rather than four
Second series of a set about a former police
detective and his wife who run a bed and
breakfast that becomes a safe house - this time
the detective is obsessed with a previous case
that caused his dismissal from the force - as with
the first, production methods are somewhat
cliché

